


ART PIECES
collection

Rossato is glad to present a timeless collection.
True solid materials, volumes, textures, lines,
corners, full and empty spaces.
Handcrafted.
A collection that meets the aspirations of a new
group of consumers: cultured travellers seeking
for a new sense of luxury, well blended
to contemporary yet treasuring exclusivity.
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SHEER CURTAINS 
ARE OPENING ON OUR 

HANDCRAFTED PIECES IN A 
DEEPER SENSE OF BEAUTY.

TACTILE AESTHETICS, HIGH 
QUALITY MATERIALS AND 

CLASSIC ITALIAN TASTE 
COME TO THE SCENE.



ARTISTIC  
vision and values

Rossato goes on his journey into a whole world of craftsmanship, looking for new 
ideas with a sense of serious fun. This research meets the culture of a global 
clientele that brings the values of exclusivity and artisan know-how to a new sense 
of luxury.

The Collection wants to evoke a positive historical moment, of recovery and vitality 
in which La Dolce Vita is a protagonist, as a typically Italian attitude to express 
through work and values for which we Italians are known in the world, such as the 
connection with family, passions, elegance and happiness.

The masterpieces have not a serialized and standardized intent and it refers to a 
classic Italian taste, translated into a modern and minimal-chic mood. 
Each item comes from the skilful union of different materials, which are brought 
to the maximum aesthetic performance with fine finishes. The artpiece designs 
are clean, yet original, shapes are classy, yet bold, details are straightforward, yet 
sophisticated. 

For Rossato, Made in Italy is the realization of the customer’s desires with the 
technical ability and artistic taste to fully enjoy the beauty, throught the hand’s 
intelligence and the sensitivity for detail. This ability is expressed in the capacity 
to combine difference materials and finishes in a laboratory that has maintained 
a sartorial dimension and has managed to tackle high-end projects in the field of 
public and private design over the years.

The manufacturing process of Rossato is based on the union of two fundamental 
principles: craftsmanship and automation. Every single element may require 
detailed machining or manual operations: from inlaying to crown moulding, from 
shaping to thermoforming, from painting and application of resins on any surface 
to the plating and welding of metals. Rossato has so far been able to move between 
many manufacturing techniques: veneer, crown moulding, shaping, thermoforming, 
painting on any type of support, resin coating on each type of surface, plating, 
welding of any type of metal.

At third generation, the Company takes the opportunity to once again accept the 
challenge it has been taking for more than 50 years, that is to evolve in the digital 
and industrial era, while maintaining a family-like artisanal dimension, following 
the philosophy of the unique piece.
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THE 
collection

ARMCHAIRS
VICTORIA P.16
VICTORIA POUF P.26
QUINCY P.28
MARY P.36
JACKIE 1 P.44
JACKIE 2 P.52
ELIZABETH P.62
KEATON P.70

DAYBED AND
SOFAS
VICTORIA SOFA P.22
KEATON DAYBED P.82
KEATON STRAIGHT P.90
KEATON CURVED P.98

BENCHES
STAMFORD P.108
BRISTOL P.116

POUF
VICTORIA POUF P. 26
JACKIE 2 POUF P.60
GRAMERCY P.126

COFFEE TABLES
SOHO P. 136
CLARIDGE P.144
REVER P. 152
DORCHESTER P.160

CONSOLES AND 
DESKS
LAUREN P.170
SHELTON P.178
HAMPTON P.186
HEMINGWAY P.194

CABINETS AND 
BOOKCASE 

MADISON P.204
HAMPTON P.214
TUXEDO P.222
TAILOR P.230
WALDORF P.238

CHAIRS
CARLTON P.248
CARLTON PADDED P.256
SWANSEA P.262
HENFIELD P.270
JACKIE P.278
QUINCY CHAIR P.286

DINING TABLES
STAMFORD P.296
SWANSEA P.304
STUART P.312
COLLIN P.320

SCREENS
 
TIFFANY P.330
EMPIRE 1 P.338
EMPIRE 1 NIGHT EDITION P.346
EMPIRE 2 P.354
HUDSON P.362

MIRRORS AND 
ACCESSORIES
BYRON P.372
BLAZE P.380
VANITY P.388
OLIVER P.396
ALFRED P.404
ASPEN P.412

LIGHTING
ELLIOT P.422
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PIAZZA SAN MARCO, 
VENICE 



A WONDERFUL
territory

Rossato is located near Venice, in a part of the world 
characterised by buildings and objects that cannot be 
defined simply as beautiful or unique, but instead are 
real works of art. These results can only be achieved 
through the marriage of artistic genius, interpretive skills 
and great diligence. These important values drive the 
company to work every day to create beautiful things, the 
value and quality of which are consistently high.
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ARMCHAIRS



Rigorous lines, soft form, natural and fine materials. The 
Victoria armchair catches everyone’s eye.
The perfect union between form and function, showing an 
extraordinary work between craftmanship and upholstery.
Every single detail of the Victoria armchair tells a story about 
our artisanal heritage and passion to create pieces that last 
forever.

VICTORIA
armchair
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The wooden frame seating, the characteristic padding and the 
refined fabric bring elegance and comfort in equal measure.
The Victoria armchair can be customised with selected leather 
or refined velvet. The ottoman can be made recalling both the 
design and features.
It has been created to be the protagonist of the room, it 
perfectly matches our Empire screens, or together with our 
Gramercy poufs, to add a colorful yet elegant touch.
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MADISON VICTORIA SOHO ALFRED

IT MATCHES
well with

INSPIRATION 16

21
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

CREAM COLOUR QUILTING LEATHER

BURNISHED BRASS METAL

PALISSANDRO WOODEN TRIM MATT FINISH

IVORY COLOR VELVET COVERING

Materials and finishes
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

CREAM COLOUR QUILTING LEATHER

BURNISHED BRASS METAL

PALISSANDRO WOODEN TRIM MATT FINISH

IVORY COLOR VELVET COVERING

Materials and finishes
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

CREAM COLOUR QUILTING LEATHER

BURNISHED BRASS METAL

PALISSANDRO WOODEN TRIM MATT FINISH

IVORY COLOR VELVET COVERING

Materials and finishes
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Quincy is a bon ton looking armchair that plays on the 
combination of modern design and classic allure. A tubular 
structure with a strong graphic mood, supports and encloses 
soft rounded volumes.  Soft and sensual curves gently embrace 
the person in this armchair and through the brass details it 
integrates perfectly with the elegant lines of a timeless piece.

QUINCY
armchair
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The hightest expression of its originality is the craftsmanship 
of the aged metal and the fabric with moiré effect, which make 
each piece unique and unrepeatable. 
With its clean yet sophisticated line, Quincy armchair gives 
a pleasent luxury accent to the living room as well as to the 
conversation room or dressing room.
Its proportions and dimensions make it a comfortable seat and 
also ideal for the dining room. Available in the version without 
armrests.
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KEATON STRAIGHT SOHOCLARIDGE STAMFORD

IT MATCHES
well with

INSPIRATION 14
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

BRUSHED BRONZE

ICE COLOR MOIRÉ FABRIC

Materials and finishes
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The wood framework in a soft colour and the bronzed steel trim 
of this outstanding armchair surround the seat in a perfect 
combination of comfort and protection while the inclination 
of the seat gives excellent back support. The seat and the two 
cushions serving as backrest are upholstered in premium fabric 
or fine leather matching grey, white and dark grey colours.

MARY
armchair
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The wooden motif on the sides recalls the veins of a leaf and 
makes it a classy and at the same time originally armchair. 
A careful choice of wood veneers and the handcrafted 
arrangement of the grain is dedicated to each piece. It is perfect 
to be inserted in a living room composition, but also alone as a 
moment of waiting or relaxation.
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TUXEDO HUDSON SOHO STAMFORD

IT MATCHES
well with

INSPIRATION 12
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

GREY WOOD WITH PATTERN

Materials and finishes

UPHOLSTERED SEATING AND PILLOWS COVERED WITH FABRIC AND 
LEATHER WHITE AND GREY COLORS.

BLACK BURNISHED STEEL
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The Jackie 1 armchair takes its design from the sophisticated 
and decorative mid-century shapes and combines them with 
modern, clean lines.
The external metal structure is calendered, assembled and 
welded in several points and looks like a fan.
The quilted backrest has an enveloping shape and extends 
to the armrests in a single piece with a strong and distinctive 
profile.

JACKIE 1
armchair
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The polished brass structure gives a classic look to the seat and 
the galvanic finish guarantees durability and depth.

It is a perfect armchair to add a touch of femininity to any 
setting, near a screen or with a mid-century style sofa, such as 
the curved Keaton. it is available in a second armchair version 
and in the taller and more slender chair version.
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TIFFANY KEATON CURVED CLARIDGE SOHO

IT MATCHES
well with

INSPIRATION 15
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

ITALIAN COTTON VELVET, BEIGE COLOR

Materials and finishes

POLISHED BRASS
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The Jackie 2 armchair is reminiscent of classic mid-century 
leather armchairs, but with a modern and recognizable profile.
Its design is suitable for both contemporary interiors and more 
classic interiors.
The inverted V-shaped tubular legs are in polished and satin 
brass and are also reflected in the design of the pouf. 

JACKIE 2
armchair
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Its important dimensions make it an ideal piece to be inserted 
in a living composition, in an office as an armchair to take a 
moment of relaxation or as a comfortable waiting seat.

The quilted backrest emphasizes the vintage taste and also 
becomes a distinctive element of the Jackie armchairs. In this 
version, the dark gray matte leather is combined with tone-on-
tone stitching, but can be extensively customized in materials 
and finishes. It is available in the armchair version with fan 
legs and in the taller and more slender chair version.
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HUDSON REVER JACKIE POUF SOHO

IT MATCHES
well with

INSPIRATION 15
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

MATTE DARK GREY LEATHER 

Materials and finishes

POLISHED BRASS

SATIN BRASS
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MATTE DARK GREY LEATHER 

Materials and finishes

POLISHED BRASS

SATIN BRASS
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An exceptional armchair with a large wooden structure that 
surrounds the seat. The feminine and bold shape of the 
burnished steel legs gives character and rhythm. The result is a 
seat of extraordinary elegance and modernity. 

ELIZABETH
armchair

63



Elizabeth is an ideal seat for furnishing interiors with formal 
elegance. It perfectly matches both to the living room and to the 
study or conversation room. 

It can be placed at the entrance as a comfortable and refined 
waiting armchair or to simply decorate an important room with 
a timeless taste.
It is available in a wide range of fine wood veneers, leather, 
fabrics and metals to personalize it and make it unique.
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TIFFANY DORCHESTER BRISTOL CLARIDGE

IT MATCHES
well with

INSPIRATION 10
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

WIDE SHAPED WOODEN FRAMEWORK

Materials and finishes

BLACK BURNISHED STEEL

UPHOLSTERED SEATING COVERED WITH BURGUNDY COLOR FABRIC 
BACKREST IN LIGHT AND DARK GREY FABRIC
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Enveloping, sophisticated, naturally elegant.
The Keaton armchair is part of a seating collection with an 
iconic and timeless shape. In this version it features a classic 
half-moon back and curved armrests. The volume of the seat 
rests on a pedestal in silver-plated brass.

KEATON
armchair
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The Keaton seats are available in the daybed and sofa version 
to allow the configuration of the living room or interiors with 
the same style.

The retro shape and the oxidation of the metal suggest domestic 
interiors where classic and contemporary coexist harmoniously. 
In this version, the armchair is upholstered in soft velvet in 
dusty tones, but can be customized in a wide range of materials 
and finishes to match all types of interiors.
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KEATON CURVED KEATON DAYBED CLARIDGE DORCHESTER

IT MATCHES
well with

INSPIRATION 08

75
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

SILVER PLATED BRASS

Materials and finishes

ITALIAN COTTON-VELVET LIGHT GREY COLOR
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SOFAS



The Keaton daybed is part of a seating collection with an iconic 
and timeless shape. The design of curved armrests are found in 
the sofa and armchair version. The volume of the seat rests on a 
silver-plated brass pedestal.

KEATON
daybed
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It is an ideal seat for the dressing room, the living room or 
the office. It is in perfect harmony with a screen or with a 
decorative wall element, can be placed freely to divide the 
spaces and the lack of backrest makes it usable on both sides.

The retro shape and oxidation of the metal suggest domestic 
interiors where classic and contemporary coexist harmoniously. 
In this version the daybed is covered in soft velvet in dusty 
tones, but it can be customized in a wide range of materials and 
finishes to match all types of interior.
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KEATON CURVED KEATON ARMCHAIR CLARIDGE DORCHESTER

IT MATCHES
well with

INSPIRATION 18
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

SILVER PLATED BRASS

Materials and finishes

ITALIAN COTTON-VELVET GREY COLOR
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Enveloping, sophisticated, naturally elegant. 
The Keaton straight sofa is part of a seating collection with an 
iconic and timeless shape. Its particular clean and elongated 
shape makes it a modern sofa and its silver-plated brass 
pedestal gives it a vintage allure.

KEATON
sofa straight
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It is an ideal seat for the living room and for conversation 
rooms. It is in perfect harmony with the Quincy armchair and 
the Stamford bench. 

Its minimal shapes and the oxidation of the metal make it a 
modern sofa that also goes well with classic contexts, creating 
a pleasant contrast effect. In this version the sofa is upholstered 
in soft velvet with dusty tones, but can be customized in a wide 
range of materials and finishes to fit all types of interiors.
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QUINCY SOHOCLARIDGE STAMFORD

IT MATCHES
well with

INSPIRATION 06
INSPIRATION 09
INSPIRATION 14
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

SILVER PLATED BRASS

Materials and finishes

ITALIAN COTTON-VELVET DARK GREY COLOR
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Enveloping, sophisticated, naturally elegant.
The Keaton curved sofa is part of a seating collection with an 
iconic and timeless shape. In this version it features a classic 
half-moon back and curved armrests. The volume of the seat 
rests on a pedestal in silver-plated brass.

KEATON
sofa curved
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The Keaton seats are available in the daybed and sofa version 
to allow the configuration of the living room or interiors with 
the same style.

The retro shape and the oxidation of the metal suggest domestic 
interiors where classic and contemporary coexist harmoniously. 
In this version, the armchair is upholstered in soft velvet in 
dusty tones, but can be customized in a wide range of materials 
and finishes to match all types of interiors.
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KEATON DAYBED CLARIDGEKEATON ARMCHAIR DORCHESTER

IT MATCHES
well with

INSPIRATION 05
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

SILVER PLATED BRASS

Materials and finishes

ITALIAN COTTON-VELVET GREY COLOR

SATIN WITH METALLIC SHEEN AND A SILKY TEXTURE
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BENCHES



A “no-frills” bench, yet refined in its realization: through a 
play of color contrasts between suede softness and the fluffy 
cushions, Stamford ennobles the seat.
The wooden body is characterized by a three-dimensional 
pattern processing, which makes it a unique and recognizable 
piece.

STAMFORD
bench

109



Thin joints support the seat while the satin brass legs add 
elegance and lightness to the piece of furniture.

The Stamford bench is an extremely versatile piece of furniture, 
it can be used in the entrance, as in the living room or study, 
but also in boutiques or in luxurious waiting rooms. 
It is in perfect harmony with a screen or with a decorative wall 
element, can be placed freely to divide the spaces.
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KEATON STRAIGHT CLARIDGE SOHO QUINCY

IT MATCHES
well with

INSPIRATION 12
INSPIRATION 14
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

GREY SUEDE FABRIC

Materials and finishes

SOLID WOOD THREE DIMENSIONAL SURFACE

BRUSHED BRASS MATT FINISH
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Pleasant symmetry and luxurious structure come together in the 
Bristol bench. The geometric cushions inserted in the rigorous 
horizontal marble base, together with the thin metal legs, give 
this bench an elegant and modern look. 

BRISTOL
bench

117



The linear body covered in Carrara marble has a ribbed finish 
that gives the piece a classic allure and creates a pleasant 
vibration on the surface.
Bristol is a sophisticated seat that gives a classy accent to the 
living room, but can also be used in the entrance halls as a 
waiting seat or in the study rooms. It is in perfect harmony with 
the screens of Rossato Collection and it can be placed freely to 
divide the spaces.
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EMPIRE I WALDORF HAMPTON HENFIELD

IT MATCHES
well with

INSPIRATION 19
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

CARRARA MARBLE

Materials and finishes

ANTIQUED BRASS

ITALIAN COTTON VELVET, SAND COLOR
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POUF



An easy pouf, featuring a severe geometric shape but with 
its unexpected colour and material combinations to choose 
from, provides the perfect complement for your favourite room. 
Gramercy combines golden or burnished metal or steel frames 
to the suede seats that can be mixed and matched according to 
size and taste. You’ll place it anywhere.

GRAMERCY
pouf

127



Gramercy pouf are incredibly versatile as they can function as 
a footrest, stool or side table. They can complement the lounge 
suites or be used alone in any area of the house. They are 
perfect for the dressing room, next to a decorative screen such 
as Empire, Tiffany and Hudson. 
They are available in two sizes, which go well with all the sofas 
and armchairs of the Collection. They can be made in a wide 
range of fabrics, leathers, metals and marbles. Due to their 
simple, yet elegant shape, they combine perfectly with many 
interior styles.
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EMPIRE I WALDORF HAMPTON HENFIELD

IT MATCHES
well with

INSPIRATION 01

INSPIRATION 20
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

LIGHT GREY VELVET

Materials and finishes

BRUSHED ALUMINUM

PORTORO MARBLE

GREY VELVET

BRUSHED COPPER

PORTORO MARBLE

DARK GREY VELVET

BRUSHED BRASS

IVORY

PO
U

F 
1

PO
U

F 
2

PO
U

F 
3
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COFFEE
TABLES



With its imposing stage presence this fixture is meant to take 
center stage: an oval or circle table in refined marble revealing 
contrasting colors ranging from an elegant light grey to more 
intense and vibrant nuances. With its veined marble variations, 
the central part, in marble too, brings a true richness to the 
object’s outline. 

SOHO
coffee table

137



The marble chromatic abundance and the material’s lavishness 
are balanced by the geometric shape of the pale wood legs.
Thanks to their distinctive design, the Soho interact with the 
bedroom and living room décor. When combined, the precious 
accessories create elegant and decorative effects.

It is available in the oval and circular version, with different 
dimensions. Available in a wide range of marbles and metals, 
it can find a perfect accord with the environment in which it is 
placed.
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EMPIRE I WALDORF HAMPTON HENFIELD

IT MATCHES
well with

INSPIRATION 14
INSPIRATION 16
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

SILVER MARBLE TOP WAX FINISH

Materials and finishes

PERIMETRAL TOP TRIM IN ERAMOSA MARBLE

BRUSHED BRASS STRUCTURE
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Claridge is a series of three coffee tables, available in different 
sizes and colors.
The base is a geometric-shaped marble piece, the top is in 
copper with a brushed finish, available in three different 
nuances, all neutral and warm colors.
The clean shapes together with contrasting materials emphasize 
the idea of minimal design, creating a dynamic effect.

CLARIDGE
coffee table

145



The exact geometry of the lines and the harmony between a 
graceful marble base and a more industrial metallic touch 
make our Claridge tables a not ordinary piece of furniture.

The ideal companion to our armchairs, perfect to be mixed in 
different heights and color to bring a dynamic touch to every 
corner of the room.
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QUINCY KEATON STRAIGHT KEATON ARMCHAIR KEATON CURVED

IT MATCHES
well with

INSPIRATION 14
INSPIRATION 15
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

BLACK MARQUINIA MARBLE

Materials and finishes

COPPER DELABRÉ

FLAMED BRASS

CHAMPAGNE BRASS
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As a side table, versatile without excesses, Rever can fit 
perfectly the living room as much as the bedroom. The forms 
stem from the repetition of the circular shape, which turns into 
an abstract sign in its total black livery. The displacement of 
the tops creates an asymmetry that makes it possible to bring 
the base closer to the seats or the bed to obtain a practical 
support surface.

REVER
side table

153



The semi-cylindrical body in brass with a galvanic finish 
supports the support tops in black oak and travertine. The 
preciousness and the contrast between the materials give a bold 
character to the piece.

Rever goes well with seats and sofas from the Rossato 
Collection, it can be customized with a wide range of marbles, 
metals and woods.
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ELIZABETH MARY KEATON ARMCHAIR KEATON CURVED

IT MATCHES
well with

INSPIRATION 18
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TRAVERTINE MARBLE
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

BLACK STAINED MAPLE WOOD VENEER MATT FINISH

Materials and finishes

BRUSHED BRASS

158 159



Dorchester is a versatile coffee table, dressed in precious and 
evocative materials. Its main feature lies in the design of the 
legs with a game of rotations and folds, which gives it a certain 
dynamism and originality. 
The tops are in Arabescato Carrara marble and black Brazilian 
marinaceous granite combined with legs in delabrè brass. 

DORCHESTER
coffee table

161



One of the two versions in the catalog has a double finish of the 
brass and wood structure that plays on the alternation of light 
and dark, with a glossy and matt finish.

Dorchester is a complement that goes well with seats and sofas 
from the Rossato Collection, it can be customized with a wide 
range of marbles, metals and woods.
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ELIZABETH MARY KEATON ARMCHAIR KEATON CURVED

IT MATCHES
well with

INSPIRATION 10
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

DELABRÈ BRASS

Materials and finishes

CARRARA ARABESQUE MARBLE

BLACK MARINACE GRANITE
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DELABRÈ BRASS

GREY COLOR WOODEN VENEERED
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CONSOLES AND
DESKS



The arches are reminiscent of the majestic architecture of the 
ancient world. This seductive shape has always had a strong 
structural, monumental and decorative meaning at the same 
time.
The arch is essentially a classic and pure form that expresses 
our idea of evocative and timeless design.

Lauren console reminds the ancient architectural form with its 
succession of contiguous Carrara marble arches. 

LAUREN
console
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The system is supported by a folded plate in antiqued brass. 
The top remind an inlay of triangular elements in Eramosa 
marble, with alternating veins.

This piece is extremely versatile item that can be placed freerly 
to instantly add a focal point of interest. The double-sided 
system makes it an elegant sculptural addition to any lobby, 
foyer, or hallway. 

The pure repetition of the arch and the thin brass panels give it 
a classic and minimal allure at the same time.
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VANITY BLAZE ELLIOT BOOK HOLDER

IT MATCHES
well with

INSPIRATION 16
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

ANTIQUED BRASS

CARRARA MARBLE

ERAMOSA MARBLE

MATERIAL AND FINISHES
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A monolith with a dramatic presence suited to stand out at the 
centre of the room, Shelton emphasizes the design of veined 
marble that transforms a surface into an artistic installation. 
Its function is manifest, but the large dimension and the strong 
decorative effect of materials such as marble and brushed 
bronze give Shelton an aesthetic personality of great force.

SHELTON
console

179



Shelton is a perfect console for entry lobbies and complex living 
rooms that accommodate multiple functions. With its strong 
stage presence it can be a sculptural object to be placed in the 
room as a focal point or as a dividing freestanding element.

It matches perfectly with the decorative mirrors of the 
Collection, whether they are wall-mirrors or table-mirrors.
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VANITY OLIVER BLAZE GRAMERCY

IT MATCHES
well with
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

DELABRÈ IRON

Materials and finishes

PANDA WHITE MARBLE
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The Hampton collection of a desk and a cabinet, express our 
artisanal heritage in crafting. 
The warmth of the oak wood, enhanced by the golden details, is 
in perfect harmony with the asymmetrical design of the surface.
The final effect is a great visual impact of a mosaic made with 
its intertwined wood waves, hand sanded and painted.

HAMPTON
desk

187



The irregular surface creates a textural design and a subtle 
interplay of lights and shadows that highlights the artisanal 
excellence in every detail.

With its impressing presence, the Hampton desk is meant to be 
the protagonist of the room, combining sophisticated materials 
and a practical design.
Especially when paired with our Swansea chair, two pieces with 
a strong personality mixed together to bring a powerful touch in 
the room.
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CARLTON WALDORF BRISTOL HENFIELD

IT MATCHES
well with
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

VENEER AND SOLID DARK BROWN STAINED OAK WOOD MATT FINISH

Materials and finishes

SATIN BRASS METAL FINISH
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Refined yet unpretentious, the idea of simplicity with a strong 
care for detail: the Hemingway desk is the perfect match to any 
room. 
The leather surface introduces a new textural design, giving 
that soft touch to the study area. 
The clean and essential shape express simplicity, the gentle 
curves on the top are in harmony with the light design of the 
metal base and the subtle detail of the original grid enhance 
the design of this functional yet contemporary piece.

HEMINGWAY
desk

195



The Hemingway desk is very versatile, perfectly fits any design, 
from the most traditional to the most contemporary ones.

The Carlton chair is the best partner for the Hemingway desk, 
designed to complete the study area in your home.
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CARLTON WALDORF BRISTOL HENFIELD

IT MATCHES
well with
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

GREY STAINED MAPLE WOOD VENEER MATT FINISH

Materials and finishes

GREY COLOR HAMMERED LEATHER

NICHEL GLOSSY FINISH METAL
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CABINETS AND
BOOKCASE



With its essential design, the focus goes straight to the fine 
materials and excellent craftmanship.
The rigorous line is emphasized by the dark ebony wood, and 
softened by the refined touch of the leather.
The exotic woods and precious metals give added value to 
pieces that must be felt unique, even though designed for a 
great scale. 

MADISON
cabinets

205





Clean shapes and strict geometries reorganized open spaces 
and drawers with a special attention to volumes in a perfect 
fusion between tradition and innovation. A very original 
combination resulting from different materials along with the 
balance of volumes and proportions give personality and formal 
rigor to a timeless piece.

Madison is a couple of two different cabinets, that complement 
each other perfectly, giving the most sophisticated touch to the 
room.
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VICTORIA VANITY BLAZE OLIVER

IT MATCHES
well with
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

EBONY VENEER WOOD, GLOSSY POLYESTER VARNISH

Materials and finishes

LEATHER, WHITE COLOR

NICHEL GLOSSY FINISH METAL
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The Hampton collection of a desk and a cabinet, express our 
artisanal heritage in crafting. 
The warmth of the oak wood, enhanced by the golden details, is 
in perfect harmony with the asymmetrical design of the surface.
The final effect is a great visual impact of a mosaic made with 
its intertwined wood waves, hand sanded and painted.

HAMPTON
cabinet

215



The irregular surface creates a textural design and a subtle 
interplay of lights and shadows that highlights the artisanal 
excellence in every detail.

With its functional design, this flexible vintage style cabinet 
creates a simple geometry and a perfect balance between full 
and empty spaces. 
Expertly crafted piece, perfect to be paired with the Hampton 
desk to create a perfect studio area in the house.
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CARLTON HAMPTON DESK BRISTOL HEMINGWAY

IT MATCHES
well with
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

VENEER AND SOLID DARK BROWN STAINED OAK WOOD MATT FINISH

Materials and finishes

NICHEL GLOSSY FINISH METAL
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A quite original design indeed, open on the upper part and 
closed on the bottom one just to enhance the look of this 
tasteful furniture that’s a perfect match for the living room 
giving a modern and captivating allure. 

TUXEDO
cabinet

223



A touch of glam for this unique piece of furniture. Tuxedo is a 
cabinet that plays with the idea of a “dressed frame”, halfway 
between full and empty volume.

It goes well in the living room and dining room, with Hudson 
screen, Stuart table, Mary armchair and Henfield chair. It is 
available in a wide choice of materials and finishes, with and 
without internal drawers.
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HUDSON HENFIELD STUART MARY

IT MATCHES
well with
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

GREY COLOR WOODEN VENEERED

Materials and finishes

BRUSHED BRASS METAL FINISH
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The pleated metal, with its luminous reflections, becomes 
a decorative element and warms the severe geometry of this 
container. Hovering on a light supporting base, Taylor seems to 
float in the air as it reminds us of the heat that shaped its metal 
soul with its enveloping nuances of bronze.

TAYLOR
cabinet

231



Taylor is an ideal cabinet to place in the dining room, but it can 
also act as a bar cabinet in the living room. It goes perfectly 
with the Stuart and Conrad tables, complemented by the iconic 
Carlton and Henfield chairs.

Perfect in its metallic suit, Taylor can be declined in a wide 
range of metals and precious and durable galvanic finishes.
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STUART HENFIELD CONRAD CARLTON

IT MATCHES
well with
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

PLEATED DELABRÈ BRONZE PANELS

Materials and finishes

BRUSHED BRASS STRUCTURE

MADRONA BRIAR WOOD 

SMOKED GLASS
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A bookcase created to accommodate books or objects that also 
act as a dividing element in large spaces. Curved lines and 
different heights give life to a solid structure in brass, marble 
and briar.
Waldorf is a freestanding object that can be placed near the 
wall or in the middle of the room to divide the functions. 

WALDORF
bookcase

239



Its clean design and the soft shapes of its tops make it a 
versatile object that can be easily combined with all the pieces 
of the Collection, for the living room and for the study room.

The combination of wood, metal and marble can be configured 
at will to suit tastes and to harmonize the bookcase with the 
rest of the furniture.
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KEATON STRAIGHT QUINCY HAMPTON BRISTOL

IT MATCHES
well with
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

PORTORO MARBLE

Materials and finishes

BRIAR ROOT WOOD - DARK

BRIAR ROOT WOOD - LIGHT

SATIN BRASS METAL FINISH
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CHAIRS



The solidity of the metal meets the elegance of the walnut 
wood making the Carlton chair the perfect interpretation 
of a traditional design in the modern world. Keeping only 
the essential reveal its purest form, defining elegance as a 
continuous search for simplicity.

Surrounding the backrest and enhancing its feet, with its 
winding outline, this chair perfectly mixes different materials. 
Astonishing is the balance between proportions and the 
harmony of lines showing off the lightness of its design. 

CARLTON
chair

249



Available in two finishings, pale cream leather seating and 
burnished brass backrest and armrest or grey smoke leather 
seating and ivory painted metal backrest and armrest. 

The Carlton chair is extremely versatile, it perfectly fits any 
design adding a gritty touch to the room. It can be enhanced 
with our Hemingway table in the studio, or connected with the 
same colors of the Tiffany screen, creating the perfect fil rouge 
through the room.
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HAMPTON DESK STUART CONRAD HEMINGWAY

IT MATCHES
well with
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

STAINED SOLID WALNUT WOOD MATT FINISH

Materials and finishes

GLOSSY IVORY LACQUERED

SMOKE GREY LEATHER

STAINED SOLID WALNUT WOOD MATT FINISH
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BURNISHED BRASS

PALE CREAM LEATHER
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CARLTON
padded chair
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STAINED SOLID WALNUT WOOD MATT FINISH, COLOR GREY

Materials and finishes

ITALIAN COTTON VELVET, GREY COLOR

SATIN BRASS
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When a classic design meets a modern vision, a new chair can 
be born. Swansea combines clean lines with classic shapes in 
a new dining chair. The semicircular structure in burnished 
steel embraces the padded elements. The elegant curved legs 
and comfortable seat make this chair suitable for a refined and 
timeless decor.

SWANSEA
chair

263



Swansea elegantly matches all the dining tables in the 
Collection, in particular the Swansea table, which incorporates 
the design of the base. 

It is a chair that can be easily interpreted in a more classic 
or more modern style, through the choice of materials and 
finishes. To find a perfect match with the tastes and interiors in 
which it is inserted, it is available in a rich selection of fabrics, 
leathers and metals.
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SWANSEA TABLE STUART CONRAD COLLIN

IT MATCHES
well with
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

WHITE SUEDE FABRIC

Materials and finishes

BLACK BURNISHED STEEL
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Henfield embodies a timeless aesthetic, with a nice balance of 
modern and traditional style. 
The upholstered seat and backrest are supported by a metal 
frame that defines a clean profile and geometric design. Its 
minimal aesthetic makes it an easy chair to combine with all 
the dining tables in the Collection, especially the Stuart table.

HENFIELD
chair

271



The catalogue includes a version in burnished brass and velvet, 
with draped fabric on the back and a version in antique brass, 
with moiré effect fabric. 

This chair is a statement of modern and chic style, customizable 
in a mix options of fabrics and metals, to meet any customer 
desires.
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SWANSEA TABLE STUART CONRAD COLLIN

IT MATCHES
well with
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

Materials and finishes

ANTIQUED BRASS

MOIRÈ FABRIC

BURNISHED BRASS
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ITALIAN COTTON VELVET, COLOR GREY
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Feminine, delicate, definitely trendy. Jackie brings the timeless 
charm of velvet to the living room, combined with a slender 
structure in satin and polished brass. 
Its enveloping backrest elegantly turns around the body to form 
generously proportioned armrests.

JACKIE
chair

279



The tubular brass legs in the shape of an inverted V and the 
quilted backrest emphasize the vintage taste becoming a 
distinctive element of the Jackie seating collection. 

In this version, the ivory velvet is combined with tone-on-
tone stitching, but can be extensively customized in fabrics, 
metals and finishes. It is available in the armchair version 
with fan legs and in the armchair version with pouf. Its design 
is suitable for both contemporary interiors and more classic 
interiors.
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SWANSEA TABLE STUART CONRAD COLLIN

IT MATCHES
well with
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

Materials and finishes

POLISHED BRASS

SATIN BRASS

ITALIAN COTTON VELVET, IVORY COLOR
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Quincy is a chair with a bon ton look that plays on the 
combination of modern design and classic allure. A tubular 
structure with a strong graphic mood, supports and encloses 
soft and rounded volumes. Soft and sensual curves gently 
embrace the person in this armchair and through the brass 
details it integrates perfectly with the elegant lines of a timeless 
piece.

QUINCY
chair

287



The maximum expression of its originality is the craftsmanship 
of aged metal and moiré effect fabric, which make each piece 
unique and unrepeatable.

With its clean but sophisticated line, the Quincy armchair gives 
a pleasant accent of luxury to the dining room. It goes well with 
all the dining tables of the Collection and is also available in 
the armchair version with armrests.
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SWANSEA TABLE STUART CONRAD COLLIN

IT MATCHES
well with
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

Materials and finishes

POLISHED BRASS

ITALIAN COTTON VELVET, GREY COLOR
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DINING TABLES



Luxurious trimmings for this majestic table; a brass and wood 
structure that supports its oval top in gray marble. The same 
finish that recalls the motif of the top, intertwined with thin 
brass slats for a refined elegance out of the ordinary. The 
alternation between full and empty spaces contradicts the 
solidity of the top, giving a feeling of unexpected lightness.

CONRAD
dining table

297



The Conrad table is ideal for important dining rooms and 
its shape is perfect for generous spaces, both in classic and 
modern styles. 

The cylindrical base makes it flexible to match the seats and is 
available in the round, elliptical and semi-elliptical version. It 
is available in a wide range of marbles, woods and metals, with 
different finishes, to make it a unique and inimitable piece.
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CARLTON JACKIE SWANSEA TUXEDO
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

Materials and finishes

PALISSANDRO WOOD MATT FINISH

SILVER MARBLE WAX FINISH

SOLID BRASS PIPES MATT FINISH
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The elliptical silhouette of the Swansea dining table is a 
strikingly clean and classic design that works in any setting. 
Full and empty shapes on the base recall the design of the 
Swansea chair, with which it matches perfectly. The smoked 
glass top and the burnished black steel base underline the 
discreet elegance of this piece. 

SWANSEA
dining table

305



Its elliptical shape is ideal for large and high spaces. The 
central base makes it flexible in the combination with the seats, 
whether they are chairs or armchairs, with or without armrests. 

It is available in a wide range of glass, metals and finishes to 
give it a personal touch and express the character of the interior 
in which it is set.
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SWANSEA CARLTON JACKIE TAYLOR

IT MATCHES
well with
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

Materials and finishes

SMOKED GLASS

BLACK BURNISHED STEEL
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Stuart is refined and simple at the same time, but what 
surprises the most is the material texture of its construction: it 
features a black marble top and brushed brass framework. 
The warm shade of the marble veining amanzigly enhances its 
sobriety.

STUART
dining table

313



The brass L-shaped legs reveal their section on the top and 
constitute a distinctive detail of the table. Its sophisticated 
simplicity makes it a table suitable for embellishing dining 
rooms. 
It matches perfectly with the chairs of the Collection especially 
with the iconic Carlton chair. 

It can be customized in a wide range of marbles and metals 
with exclusive craftsmanship.
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SWANSEA CARLTON JACKIE TAYLOR

IT MATCHES
well with
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

Materials and finishes

PORTORO MARBLE

SATIN BRASS METAL FINISH
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A double core of briar-root and metal characterizes this large 
round table. The shaped top consists of the combination of an 
upper surface in briar-root and of a lower one in burnished 
metal. This same alternation of materials defines the geometric 
structure of the legs.

COLLIN
dining table

321



Collin is a table with a classic shape, reinterpreted in a modern 
key and with handcrafted materials. 
It adapts perfectly to classic and contemporary interiors 
because it embodies a timeless style. 

It matches with chairs and armchairs, depending on its 
use, it can become a dining table or a tea table for pleasant 
conversations.
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SWANSEA CARLTON JACKIE TAYLOR

IT MATCHES
well with
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

Materials and finishes

BRIAR ROOT

DELABRÈ IRON
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SCREENS



An lofty wall that unites and separates at the same time. An 
embroidered fabric that merges a retro flavor with contemporary 
allure in the contrast between full and empty volumes. The 
elegance of the materials adds strength to the design that finds 
its center of gravity in the burnished metal plates.

TIFFANY
screen

331



Tiffany is a screen reminiscent of jewelry design. It is a 
decorative and at the same time elegant piece of furniture. It 
can be set in a composition for the living room, for the bedroom 
or for rooms that need to be enhanced. It goes well with all 
the armchairs and sofas of the Collection, it can be used as 
a separating element between the dining room and the living 
room.
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CONRAD MADISON CARLTON JACKIE ARMCHAIR 2
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

Materials and finishes

METAL FRAME VENEERED IN OAK WOOD MATT FINISH

PANELS UPHOLSTERED IN WOVEN LEATHER IN ANTHRACITE SHADES

INSERTS IN BURNISHED BRASS

BRUSHED BRASS MATT FINISH

TRAVERTINE MARBLE
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Marble, brass, stone, wood are precious tesserae of a mosaic 
that unveils itself to surprise. The Empire screen reveals its 
three-dimensionality emphasizing the value of materials. 
The engravings on the stone, the smooth surface of the marble, 
the knurling of the metal and the many nuances of the wood 
offer alternation and contrast to the eye and to the touch, giving 
absolute distinction to a complement that furnishes and fills the 
space.

EMPIRE 1
screen

339



Empire 1 is like a jewel that enhances any interior project and 
gives it a distinctive character. 

It goes well with all the armchairs and sofas of the Collection, 
it can be the protagonist of the space and a dividing element at 
the same time.
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MARY JACKIE 1 JACKIE 2 KEATON ARMCHAIR

IT MATCHES
well with
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

Materials and finishes

KNURLED BRASS

SILVER MARBLE WAX FINISH

PORTORO MARBLE

WALNUT WOOD MATT

ANODIZED ALUMINIUM WITH PLATINUM FINISH

GREY WOOD WITH PATTERN
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Murano glass, chiseled wood, ceramic, liquid effects on marble, 
antique brass and quilted striped leather. Vibrant and classy 
charm on Empire I, Night Edition. 
The materials and craftsmanship of this screen, reveal a 
deep connection with the Venetian territory, home of art par 
excellence.

EMPIRE 1
night edition

347



Empire 1, Night Edition, is a jewel that enhances any interior 
project and gives it a distinctive character. 
It goes well with all the armchairs and sofas of the Collection. 

A unique piece, which takes the gaze and the mind on a 
spectacular journey, in the city of Venice, unique in the world.
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MARY JACKIE 1 JACKIE 2 KEATON ARMCHAIR
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

Materials and finishes

MURANO GLASS

ANTIQUED BRASS

CERAMIC

QUILTED STRIPES LEATHER

LIQUID EFFECTS ON MARQUINIA MARBLE

CHISELLED WOOD 
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Marble, brass, stone, wood are precious tesserae of a mosaic 
that unveils itself to surprise. The Empire screen reveals its 
three-dimensionality emphasizing the value of materials. 
The engravings on the stone, the smooth surface of the marble, 
the knurling of the metal and the many nuances of the wood 
offer alternation and contrast to the eye and to the touch, giving 
absolute distinction to a complement that furnishes and fills the 
space.

EMPIRE 2
screen

355



Empire 2 is a jewel that enhances any interior project and gives 
it a distinctive character. 

It goes well with all the armchairs and sofas of the Collection, 
it can be the protagonist of the space and a dividing element at 
the same time.
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

Materials and finishes

KNURLED BRASS

SILVER MARBLE WAX FINISH

PORTORO MARBLE

WALNUT WOOD MATT

ANODIZED ALUMINIUM WITH PLATINUM FINISH

GREY WOOD WITH PATTERN
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Movable partition as well as piece of furniture, Hudson plays 
on the versatility of wood with a contemporary design. The 
geometric pattern always varies in each panel, amplifying the 
texture of the graphic effect on the wood surface. Timeless 
elegance for a furnishing choice that goes beyond style.

HUDSON
screen

363



Hudson is a decorative yet elegant piece of furniture. It can be 
inserted in a composition for the living room, for the bedroom 
or for environments to be enhanced. It goes well with all the 
armchairs and sofas of the Collection, in particular with the 
Mary armchair and Tuxedo cabinet which have the same 
wooden motif. 

It can be used in living compositions, in the bedroom to create 
a dressing room corner and as a separating element between 
the dining room and the living room.
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MARY JACKIE 1 JACKIE 2 KEATON ARMCHAIR

IT MATCHES
well with

INSPIRATION 07

INSPIRATION 20
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

Materials and finishes

DARK GREY WOOD WITH PATTERN

368 369



MIRRORS AND 
ACCESSORIES



It reminds of the precise folds of origami, in its multiplicity of 
shapes and sizes. The Byron mirror, born from the combination 
of triangular shapes, adapts to the three-dimensionality of the 
space thanks to the flexibility of its modular design. Steel, 
mirrored glass and precious wood are the elements that make 
it suitable for classic or modern settings, depending on the 
location.

BYRON
mirror

373



It is available in three versions and two sizes. In one of the 
variants it can be placed in the corner of the wall to create a 
fascinating and original game of reflections. 

Byron mirrors go well with living compositions, they are 
suitable for the walls of the entrances and for all those points of 
the house that need to be enhanced.
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KEATON STRAIGHT KEATON ARMCHAIR JACKIE 2 BRISTOL 

IT MATCHES
well with

INSPIRATION 08
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

Materials and finishes

BRUSHED NICKEL

BRIAR ROOT WOOD - DARK

BRIAR ROOT WOOD - LIGHT

SATIN BRASS METAL FINISH
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The lines of Blaze chase and intertwine, a mirror that becomes 
a painting and a decorative element thanks to the alternation of 
mirrored surfaces and wood. The chromed steel of the profile 
emphasizes its contemporary allure and defines the geometric 
rhythm of the forms.

BLAZE
mirror
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The Blaze mirror is perfect in combination with the Madison 
horizontal cabinet and the Lauren console. 

It enriches the walls in living compositions and is ideal for all 
those areas of the house that need to be enhanced.
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IT MATCHES
well with

MADISON LAUREN BRISTOL STAMFORD

INSPIRATION 06
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

Materials and finishes

BRUSHED NICKEL

BRIAR ROOT WOOD

SATIN BRASS METAL FINISH
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A range of mirrors where glass enhances marble and stone 
textures. Lightness and solidity, elusiveness and presence, 
lights and shadows: opposite attract in essential and surprising 
forms. Hung over dark or light walls, one after the other, the 
three units decorate the room setting with a bright touch.

VANITY
mirror

389



Vanity mirrors match well in the lobby with the Madison 
horizontal cabinet and Lauren console, or with the Stamford 
and Bristol benches. 

Their porthole shape is reminiscent of naval design and can 
be positioned freely in the interior to give touches of light and 
decorate the walls with pleasant originality.
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IT MATCHES
well with

MADISON LAUREN BRISTOL STAMFORD

INSPIRATION 02
INSPIRATION 04
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

Materials and finishes

SAND VELVETVIOLET VELVET

VINTAGE MIRROR

SILVER MARBLE

EXTRACLEAR MIRROR

BLACK MARBLE

M
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M
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M
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R 

3

STAINED WALNUT WOODEN

BLACK MARBLE

STAINED WALNUT WOODEN

EXTRACLEAR MIRROR

BLACK MARBLE

STAINED WALNUT WOODEN
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Precious materials take bold graphic sign in this versatile 
table mirror perfect to adorn any room. Oliver has sculptural 
expression, thanks to the clean shapes making it both an object 
of decoration and use. The design features a triangular prism 
marble base with a circular smoked glass mirror.

OLIVER
table mirror
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Oliver can be positioned freely to enrich the furniture and give 
a touch of light and originality.

It is perfect in the hall on the Lauren console and above the 
Madison horizontal cabinet, on the coffee tables in living 
compositions, but it can also be placed as a decorative object in 
the dressing room and on desks, in study rooms.
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IT MATCHES
well with

MADISON LAUREN CLARIDGE SOHO

INSPIRATION 12
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

Materials and finishes

ERAMOSA MARBLE

SMOKED GLASS MIRROR
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Alfred is not only a tray for serving drinks, but also a unique 
decorative piece for home or yatch. The square solid marble 
shape is perfect for elevating decor, to both indoor and outdoor 
spaces. The design is completed with metal inserts and central 
handle, which make it easy to move and pleasant to look.

ALFRED
trays

405



It matches perfectly with all the pieces of the Collection, it 
can be placed on the tables in the dining rooms, on the coffee 
tables in the living room or inside our cabinets. 

It is a versatile object to be kept in plain sight and used as a 
refined point of support.
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IT MATCHES
well with

CLARIDGE SOHO STUART CONRAD

INSPIRATION 16
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

Materials and finishes

TRAVERTINE MARBLE

POLISHED BRASS

GREY OROBIC ARABESQUE MARBLE

TR
AY

 1

TR
AY

 2

SATIN BRASS
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Aspen is a refined, elegant and warm accessory for the home.
The blanket is a unique model for the craftsmanship and the 
softness of the knit stitches.
Perfect for any interior, it will guarantee comfort, warmth and 
refinement.

ASPEN
plaid

413



It is suitable for the living area and the sleeping area, it goes 
well with all the armchairs and sofas of the Collection.

It is available in the winter version in fine cashmere and in the 
summer version in cashmere and silk with fabric edge. It can 
be customized in a wide range of colors to perfectly match any 
interior.
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IT MATCHES
well with

QUINCY KEATON STRAIGHT KEATON ARMCHAIR KEATON CURVED

INSPIRATION 09
INSPIRATION 16
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Winter plaid

Composition : 100% Cashmere
Dimensions : 180x140 cm, 72”x 56” inch

Summer plaid

Composition : 70% Cashmere extrafine, 30% Silk
Dimensions : 180x140 cm, 72”x 56” inch

PLAID

8001

All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

Color range on our sheet or on specific customer request

8387 54308 54360

54931 54940 54942 54830

54349 54941 54371 52816

54937 54936 5042S 53858 53621

54828

54669

8589

418 419



LIGHTING



Elliot combines contemporary lighting design with the unique 
flavor of the antiqued mirrors. The thin linear brass structure 
supports an artistic glass plate. This slab can have shades and 
different colors, small oxidations and stains, which are signs of 
authenticity and perfect craftsmanship.

ELLIOT
wall lamp

423



Each Elliot lamp is an irrepeatable piece and the mirror is 
made with a particular silvering technique and an explosion 
of color that makes the glass surface three-dimensional. 
Handmade to give a magic allure, Elliot is perfect for enhance 
any room.

This wall lamp is one of those simple pieces that will give any 
room a luxurious and classy feel. It casts a long light on the 
wall on which it is mounted. It can appeare as a delicate light 
line at the entrance or it can be placed on the sides of a sofa 
to amplify the living space. It can be a decorative object and a 
point of light in a bathroom or bedroom.
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LAUREN CONSOLE SHELTON CONSOLE VICTORIA SOFA MARY ARMCHAIR

IT MATCHES
well with

INSPIRATION 17
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All furniture belonging to Rossato Home 
Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
Any detail or finish may be fully customized
according to client’s specification.

ANTIQUED BRASS

ANTIQUED COLOURED MIRROR

Materials and finishes
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INSPIRATIONS



V I C T O R I A  S O FA 
E M P I R E  2  S C R E E N 
G R A M E R C Y  P O U F

01
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M A D I S O N  CA B I N E T
O R I Z O N TA L 

E M P I R E  1  S C R E E N 
VA N I T Y  M I R R O R S

02
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CA R LT O N  C H A I R S

03
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C O N R A D  TA B L E 
CA R LT O N  C H A I R 

M A D I S O N  O R I Z O N TA L  CA B I N E T
VA N I T Y  M I R R O R S 
T I F FA N Y  S C R E E N

04
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K E AT O N  S O FA  C U RV E D

05
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K E AT O N  S O FA  S T R A I G H T
C U S T O M I Z E D  B L A Z E  M I R R O R

06
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H U D S O N  S C R E E N

07
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K E AT O N  A R M C H A I R
B Y R O N  M I R R O R

08
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K E AT O N  S O FA  S T R A I G H T
A S P E N  P L A I D

09

448



E L I Z A B E T H  A R M C H A I R
T  I  F  FA N Y  S C R E E N

D O R C H E R S T E R  C O F F E E  TA B L E

10
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S WA N S E A  C H A I R
S WA N S E A  TA B L E

11

452



M A RY  A R M C H A I R
S TA M F O R D  B E N C H 

O L I V E R  M I R R O R

12
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Q U I N C Y  C H A I R
S WA N S E A  TA B L E

13
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Q U I N C Y  A R M C H A I R
C L A R I D G E  C O F F E E  TA B L E
K E AT O N  S O FA  S T R A I G H T

S O H O  C O F F E E  TA B L E
S TA M F O R D  B E N C H

14
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JAC K I E  A R M C H A I R  1
JAC K I E  A R M C H A I R  2

C L A R I D G E  C O F F E E  TA B L E

15
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V I C T O R I A  A R M C H A I R
M A D I S O N  O R I Z O N TA L  CA B I N E T

S O H O  C O F F E E  TA B L E
A L F R E D  T R AY

VA N I T Y  M I R R O R S
A S P E N  P L A I D

16
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L AU R E N  C O N S O L E
E L L I O T  L A M P

17
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K E AT O N  DAY B E D
E M P I R E  2  S C R E E N
R E V E R  S I D E TA B L E

18
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T I F FA N Y  S C R E E N
B R I S T O L  B E N C H

19
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H U D S O N  S C R E E N
G R A M E R C Y  P O U F

20
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BESPOKE



MOODBOARD OLIVE GREEN  

Oriental Green, Yongle 30, Damas 32, American 

Flower 77, Bright Brass, Champagne BB.

Bespoke

We, at Rossato, want to convey a unique emotional impression. 
Ever since the very first piece of furniture manufactured in 
the late ‘60s, our clients have always had the chance to bring 
any personal touch to their own products. In those early days, 
they had and endless freedom of choice in terms of fabrics, 
leather, woods, colours and finishes to choose among, resulting 
in genuinely one-off creations minutely tailored according 
to their individual taste. Even today, beautiful pieces, each 
one absolutely unique, continue to emerge because we’re 
still offering the same endless selection of materials, colours, 
finishes and treatments. 

475



Purchasing a custom-tailored Rossato furniture means dealing 
directly with one of our project managers who will take in 
charge your requests understanding and fulfilling your moods 
and tastes. You can choose the shape and the finish. Starting 
from there, any order will be customised specifically for you, 
from detailed drawings to samples until reaching the final 
product. Rossato uses only the highest quality materials 
available in the marketplace and everything is strictly hand-
crafted. Rossato provides interactive tools, such as the 
E-sample box and the Moodboard Configurator for choosing 
finishes and products.

MOODBOARD BIKING RED 

Albanian Red marble, American Flower 105, 

Soft Copper, Soft Burnt velvet.
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MOODBOARD TIGER ORANGE 

American Flower 74, American Flower 75, Feather 

Mahogany,  Natural walnut 201, Mademoiselle 31, 

Pakistan Flowers Marble, Tunisia Weaves Marble.

moodboard.rossato.com
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Rossato Arredamenti Srl
Via Umberto I, 121

35020 Casalserugo PD Italy
T. +39 049 643044
sales@rossato.com




	armchairs
	#VICTORIA P.
	#VICTORIA POUF P.
	#QUINCY P.
	#MARY P.
	#JACKIE 1 P.
	#JACKIE 2 P.
	#ELIZABETH POUF P.
	#KEATON P.
	sofas
	#KEATON DAYBED P.
	#KEATON STRAIGHT P.
	#KEATON CURVED P.
	benches
	#STAMFORD P.
	#BRISTOL P.
	Empire 2 is a jewel that enhances any interior project and gives it a distinctive character. 
	It goes well with all the armchairs and sofas of the Collection, it can be the protagonist of the space and a dividing element at the same time.
	MARY
	INSPIRATION 18
	IT MATCHES
	well with
	JACKIE 1
	JACKIE 2
	KEATON ARMCHAIR
	200
	70 47/64’’
	200
	70 47/64’’
	All furniture belonging to Rossato Home Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
	Any detail or finish may be fully customized
	according to client’s specification.
	Walnut wood matt
	finish
	Anodized aluminium with platinum finish
	￼
	Grey wood with pattern
	Materials and finishes
	Knurled brass
	Silver marble wax finish
	Portoro marble
	#HUDSON P.
	HUDSON
	screen
	Movable partition as well as piece of furniture, Hudson plays on the versatility of wood with a contemporary design. The geometric pattern always varies in each panel, amplifying the texture of the graphic effect on the wood surface. Timeless elegance for
	Hudson is a decorative yet elegant piece of furniture. It can be inserted in a composition for the living room, for the bedroom or for environments to be enhanced. It goes well with all the armchairs and sofas of the Collection, in particular with the Mar
	It can be used in living compositions, in the bedroom to create a dressing room corner and as a separating element between the dining room and the living room.
	MARY
	INSPIRATION 07
	INSPIRATION 20
	IT MATCHES
	well with
	JACKIE 1
	JACKIE 2
	KEATON ARMCHAIR
	160
	62 63/64’’
	195
	76 49/64’’
	All furniture belonging to Rossato Home Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
	Any detail or finish may be fully customized
	according to client’s specification.
	Materials and finishes
	Dark grey wood with pattern
	Mirrors and accessories
	#BYRON P.
	BYRON
	mirror
	It reminds of the precise folds of origami, in its multiplicity of shapes and sizes. The Byron mirror, born from the combination of triangular shapes, adapts to the three-dimensionality of the space thanks to the flexibility of its modular design. Steel, 
	It is available in three versions and two sizes. In one of the variants it can be placed in the corner of the wall to create a fascinating and original game of reflections. 
	Byron mirrors go well with living compositions, they are suitable for the walls of the entrances and for all those points of the house that need to be enhanced.
	INSPIRATION 08
	IT MATCHES
	well with
	KEATON STRAIGHT
	KEATON ARMCHAIR
	JACKIE 2
	BRISTOL 
	80
	31 1/2’’
	80
	31 1/2’’
	180
	70 55/64’’
	180
	70 55/64’’
	180
	70 55/64’’
	All furniture belonging to Rossato Home Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
	Any detail or finish may be fully customized
	according to client’s specification.
	Materials and finishes
	BRUSHED NICKEL
	Briar root wood - dark
	Briar root wood - light
	Satin brass metal finish
	#BLAZE P.
	BLAZE
	mirror
	The lines of Blaze chase and intertwine, a mirror that becomes a painting and a decorative element thanks to the alternation of mirrored surfaces and wood. The chromed steel of the profile emphasizes its contemporary allure and defines the geometric rhyth
	The Blaze mirror is perfect in combination with the Madison horizontal cabinet and the Lauren console. 
	It enriches the walls in living compositions and is ideal for all those areas of the house that need to be enhanced.
	MADISON
	INSPIRATION 06
	IT MATCHES
	well with
	LAUREN
	BRISTOL
	STAMFORD
	70
	27 9/16’’
	60
	23 5/8’’
	3,5
	1 3/8’’
	All furniture belonging to Rossato Home Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
	Any detail or finish may be fully customized
	according to client’s specification.
	Materials and finishes
	BRUSHED NICKEL
	Briar root wood
	Satin brass metal finish
	#VANITY P.
	VANITY
	mirror
	A range of mirrors where glass enhances marble and stone textures. Lightness and solidity, elusiveness and presence, lights and shadows: opposite attract in essential and surprising forms. Hung over dark or light walls, one after the other, the three unit
	Vanity mirrors match well in the lobby with the Madison horizontal cabinet and Lauren console, or with the Stamford and Bristol benches. 
	Their porthole shape is reminiscent of naval design and can be positioned freely in the interior to give touches of light and decorate the walls with pleasant originality.
	MADISON
	INSPIRATION 02
	INSPIRATION 04
	IT MATCHES
	well with
	LAUREN
	BRISTOL
	STAMFORD
	5
	1 31/32’’
	70
	27 9/16’’
	5
	1 31/32’’
	100
	39 3/8’’
	All furniture belonging to Rossato Home Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
	Any detail or finish may be fully customized
	according to client’s specification.
	mirror 1
	silver marble
	extraclear mirror
	black marble
	Stained walnut wooden
	mirror 2
	violet velvet
	vintage mirror
	black marble
	Stained walnut wooden
	Materials and finishes
	mirror 3
	sand velvet
	extraclear mirror
	black marble
	Stained walnut wooden
	#OLIVER P.
	OLIVER
	table mirror
	Precious materials take bold graphic sign in this versatile table mirror perfect to adorn any room. Oliver has sculptural expression, thanks to the clean shapes making it both an object of decoration and use. The design features a triangular prism marble 
	Oliver can be positioned freely to enrich the furniture and give a touch of light and originality.
	It is perfect in the hall on the Lauren console and above the Madison horizontal cabinet, on the coffee tables in living compositions, but it can also be placed as a decorative object in the dressing room and on desks, in study rooms.
	INSPIRATION 12
	IT MATCHES
	well with
	MADISON
	LAUREN
	CLARIDGE
	SOHO
	38
	14 61/64’’
	35
	13 25/32’’
	10
	3 15/16’’
	All furniture belonging to Rossato Home Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
	Any detail or finish may be fully customized
	according to client’s specification.
	Materials and finishes
	eramosa marble
	Smoked glass mirror
	#ALFRED P.
	ALFRED
	trays
	Alfred is not only a tray for serving drinks, but also a unique decorative piece for home or yatch. The square solid marble shape is perfect for elevating decor, to both indoor and outdoor spaces. The design is completed with metal inserts and central han
	It matches perfectly with all the pieces of the Collection, it can be placed on the tables in the dining rooms, on the coffee tables in the living room or inside our cabinets. 
	It is a versatile object to be kept in plain sight and used as a refined point of support.
	CLARIDGE
	INSPIRATION 16
	IT MATCHES
	well with
	SOHO
	STUART
	CONRAD
	50
	19 11/16’’
	31
	12 13/64’’
	13
	5 1/8’’
	13
	5 1/8’’
	31
	12 13/64’’
	31
	12 13/64’’
	All furniture belonging to Rossato Home Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
	Any detail or finish may be fully customized
	according to client’s specification.
	TRAY 1
	grey orobic arabesque marble
	￼
	satin brass
	Materials and finishes
	TRAY 2
	travertine marble
	Polished brass
	#ASPEN P.
	ASPEN
	plaid
	Aspen is a refined, elegant and warm accessory for the home.
	The blanket is a unique model for the craftsmanship and the softness of the knit stitches.
	Perfect for any interior, it will guarantee comfort, warmth and refinement.
	It is suitable for the living area and the sleeping area, it goes well with all the armchairs and sofas of the Collection.
	It is available in the winter version in fine cashmere and in the summer version in cashmere and silk with fabric edge. It can be customized in a wide range of colors to perfectly match any interior.
	INSPIRATION 09
	INSPIRATION 16
	IT MATCHES
	well with
	QUINCY
	KEATON STRAIGHT
	KEATON ARMCHAIR
	KEATON CURVED
	PLAID
	Winter plaid
	Composition : 100% Cashmere
	Dimensions : 180x140 cm, 72”x 56” inch
	Summer plaid
	Composition : 70% Cashmere extrafine, 30% Silk
	Dimensions : 180x140 cm, 72”x 56” inch
	Color range on our sheet or on specific customer request
	All furniture belonging to Rossato Home Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
	Any detail or finish may be fully customized
	according to client’s specification.
	8001
	54931
	54349
	54937
	8387
	54940
	54941
	54936
	54308
	54942
	54371
	5042S
	54360
	54830
	52816
	53858
	8589
	54669
	54828
	53621
	LIGHTING
	#ELLIOT P.
	ELLIOT
	wall lamp
	Elliot combines contemporary lighting design with the unique flavor of the antiqued mirrors. The thin linear brass structure supports an artistic glass plate. This slab can have shades and different colors, small oxidations and stains, which are signs of 
	Each Elliot lamp is an irrepeatable piece and the mirror is made with a particular silvering technique and an explosion of color that makes the glass surface three-dimensional. Handmade to give a magic allure, Elliot is perfect for enhance any room.
	This wall lamp is one of those simple pieces that will give any room a luxurious and classy feel. It casts a long light on the wall on which it is mounted. It can appeare as a delicate light line at the entrance or it can be placed on the sides of a sofa 
	INSPIRATION 17
	IT MATCHES
	well with
	LAUREN CONSOLE
	SHELTON CONSOLE
	VICTORIA SOFA
	MARY ARMCHAIR
	20
	7 7/8’’
	180
	13
	70 55/64’’
	5 1/8’’
	All furniture belonging to Rossato Home Collection are meant to be unique pieces. 
	Any detail or finish may be fully customized
	according to client’s specification.
	Materials and finishes
	ANTIQUED BRASS
	ANTIQUED COLOURED MIRROR
	INSPIRATIONS
	01
	VICTORIA SOFA 
	EMPIRE 2 SCREEN 
	GRAMERCY POUF
	02
	MADISON CABINET
	ORIZONTAL 
	EMPIRE 1 SCREEN 
	VANITY MIRRORS
	03
	CARLTON CHAIRS
	04
	CONRAD TABLE 
	CARLTON CHAIR 
	MADISON ORIZONTAL CABINET
	VANITY MIRRORS 
	TIFFANY SCREEN
	05
	KEATON SOFA CURVED
	06
	KEATON SOFA STRAIGHT
	CUSTOMIZED BLAZE MIRROR
	07
	HUDSON SCREEN
	08
	KEATON ARMCHAIR
	BYRON MIRROR
	09
	KEATON SOFA STRAIGHT
	ASPEN PLAID
	10
	ELIZABETH ARMCHAIR
	T I F FANY SCREEN
	DORCHERSTER COFFEE TABLE
	11
	SWANSEA CHAIR
	SWANSEA TABLE
	12
	MARY ARMCHAIR
	STAMFORD BENCH 
	OLIVER MIRROR
	13
	QUINCY CHAIR
	SWANSEA TABLE
	14
	QUINCY ARMCHAIR
	CLARIDGE COFFEE TABLE
	KEATON SOFA STRAIGHT
	SOHO COFFEE TABLE
	STAMFORD BENCH
	15
	JACKIE ARMCHAIR 1
	JACKIE ARMCHAIR 2
	CLARIDGE COFFEE TABLE
	16
	VICTORIA ARMCHAIR
	MADISON ORIZONTAL CABINET
	SOHO COFFEE TABLE
	ALFRED TRAY
	VANITY MIRRORS
	ASPEN PLAID
	17
	LAUREN CONSOLE
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